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Aim of the game: To throw a heavy object made of wood or iron or a stone
(Marro or Marrillo) against a curved-shape piece of wood (La Calva).

Set up: This game should be played in any flat, sandy outdoor area.
Regarding the soil texture, grass or ground are perfect.

There are two different ways to play.
First type of rules:
• The “Marro” or “Morrillo” is thrown against the "Calva".
• You can play individually or in a group.
• The “Marro” or “Morillo”, after throwing, has to hit the “Calva”
without touching the ground first
• The winner is the player or team that gets 21 points in the least
number of throws or the one who hits the Calva more times with
the same number of throws.
• You must respect the security borderlines during the throw of other
players
Second type of rules:
Area for playing: Rectangular area of 15 meters x 2 meters.
Teams: Two teams of three players play against each other, and in
order decided by a raffle, each of the players of one team throw the
“Marro”. They continue until they make a mistake or have thrown 60
times. Afterwards the team is changed.
Points: a point is given for each direct hit. The winner is the team that
gets more points.

Equipment and Materials: "La Calva" : piece of wood with curved shape. "Morrillo" or
"Marro" : Heavy object (originally made of wood or an appropriate stone, nowadays made of
iron) whose weight is between 500 g. and 1,5 Kg., according to different categories.

Age:
6 to 80

Number of players:
1 against 1, 2/2, etc.

Duration:
Unlimited

La Calva
Let’s Inclusivize TSG!
Teaching Style
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Provide clear and simple instructions
Balance the ability level of the team
Practice games before introducing scoring
Encourage players to communicate throughout the game
Provide enough time for players to familiarize themselves with the
equipment and the game
6. Safety instructions to be tailored to the environment and participant
playing the game

Rules
1. Use smaller and lighter Marro (or Marrillo)
2. Make the distances shorter for children or beginners

Equipment
1.
2.
3.
4.

Increase/decrease the weight of the Marro (or Marrillo)
Use plastic Marro (or Marrillo)
Brightly colored equipment can be used
Use audible equipment to mark La Calva

Environment
1. Increase/decrease the distance between the thrower and La Calva
2. Ensure the outdoor playing area is flat and big enough
3. Be careful that the players who are not throwing stand behind the
thrower
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